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Abstract

Constraint logic programming is a paradigm
based on the notion of constraints and mech-
anisms for their resolution. The new concept
of solver collaboration enables to solve problems
that cannot be tackled or efficiently soh, ed with
a single solver. We propose BALI, an environ-
ment for designing/executing solver collabora-
tions. BALI is a heterogeneous distributed col-
laborativc problem solving system.

In the constraint logic programming (CLP) frame-
work, tile need for cooperation and combination (i.e.
collaboration) of solvers is widely recognized. The gen-
eral view consists in doing scveral solvers collaborate
in order to process constraints that cannot be solvcd
(or efficiently solved) by a single solver.

Some systems, like CoSAc (Monfroy, Rusinowitch,
& Schott 1996), have already been proposed for real-
izing solver cooperation. Although they significantly
ease integration and cooperation, thcy provide only
one para~iigm (asynchronous or synchronous commu-
nication) and do not provide the user with high level
control primitives to compose the solvcrs. This lead us
to propose B,0,1.|, a domain independent environment
for specifying and executing solver collaborations inte-
grating several paradigms. ’[’he realization of BAt| is
based on a distributed architecture (Durfec, Lesser, 
Corkill 1989) which enables to make collaborate het-
erogeneous solvers by encapsulating them into agents.

BALI consists of a solver collaboration language and
a host language. The first one is a glas~box mechanism
which enables linking the solvers (or basic agents). 
permits one to build solver collaborations (or complex
agents) by composing solvers through various collabo-
ration primitives: sequentiality, parallelism, and con-
currency. Sequentiality means that an agent E, will ex-
ecute on the constraint store returned by an agent Ej.
When several agents are working in parallel, thc con-
straint store C is split into several sub-stores with re-
spect to the admissible constraints of each solver. Then
the results of all the solvers are gathered together to
constitute a new store equivalent to C. Concurrency is
interesting when several solvcrs can exccutc on similar

parts of the constraint store but with different methods
or strategies. Then the result of the frst solver ..b’ which
terminates and the constraints not processed by S arc
combined to constitute a new equivalent store. The
results of the other solvers are not taken into account.
and the corresponding agents are even stopped. In or-
der to realize more complex solver collaborations, the
collaboration primitives can be conneetcd with com-
binators (iterators, fixcd-point, conditional, guarded
control) based on store observation functions. For ex-
ample it is possible to repeat a collaboration of soh.’ers
till reaching a fixed-point, or a collaboration is exe-
cuted if the store has some giw:n properties.

The solver collaborations are iml)lenwnted ms
servers, and we propose a special client, called the
host language. It is a CLP language (Jaffar & M~her
1994) which enables to exccute the designed collabora-
tions with respect to three solving strategies. The first.
one consists in determining the satisfiability of the con-
straint store each time a new constraint occurs. The
alternative to this method is to solve the constraint
store when reaching a final state (e.g. the end of reso-
lution for logic prograrnming). These solving strategies
depend on the solver complexities: it is important to
test satisfiability as soon as possible, but it is better
to launch only once slow solvers. The third strategy
allows the user to trigger the solvers when he needs to,
for example after a lot of constraints have been setl.led.
Furthermore BALI allows several solver collaborations,
associated to different solving strategies to coexist in
a single system.
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